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MARGINALLY TRAPPED SURFACES IN SPACES OF
ORIENTED GEODESICS
BRENDAN GUILFOYLE AND NIKOS GEORGIOU
Abstract. We investigate the geometric properties of marginally trapped sur-
faces (surfaces which have null mean curvature vector) in the spaces of oriented
geodesics of Euclidean 3-space and hyperbolic 3-space, endowed with their
canonical neutral Kaehler structures.
We prove that every rank one surface in these four manifolds is marginally
trapped. In the Euclidean case we show that Lagrangian rotationally sym-
metric sections are marginally trapped and construct an explicit family of
marginally trapped Lagrangian tori.
In the hyperbolic case we explore the relationship between marginally
trapped and Weingarten surfaces, and construct examples of marginally trapped
surfaces with various properties.
1. Introduction
In [11] Roger Penrose defined a marginally trapped surface in four dimensional
Minkowski space R41 as a spacelike surface with mean curvature vector
~H which is
null at each point. Such surfaces play a central role in general relativity and, in
particular, in the study of black holes and spacetime singularities.
More generally, marginally trapped submanifolds can be defined as follows. Let
(M, G) be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold and Σ an immersed submanifold of codi-
mension greater than one. We say that Σ ismarginally trapped if the mean curvature
vector ~H of Σ is null, i.e. G( ~H, ~H) vanishes identically.
The study of marginally trapped submanifolds has attracted much interest re-
cently. For example, Chen and Dillen [5] have classified all Lagrangian marginally
trapped surfaces in Lorentzian complex space forms. Anciaux and Godoy [3] have
constructed examples of marginally trapped submanifolds of codimension two in de
Sitter space dSn, anti de Sitter AdSn and the Lorentzian product Sn × R. Palmer
[10] has given a very important geometric interpretation of minimal spacelike sur-
faces of R41: they minimize the area amongst marginally trapped surfaces satisfying
natural boundary data.
In this paper, we investigate marginally trapped surfaces in the spaces of ori-
ented geodesics of Euclidean and hyperbolic 3-space, denoted L(R3) and L(H3),
respectively, endowed with their canonical neutral Ka¨hler structures.
In particular, we prove:
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Theorem 1. If Σ is a rotationally symmetric Lagrangian section in L(R3), then
it is marginally trapped.
This extends a similar result in the space of oriented geodesics of any 3-dimensional
space form of constant non-zero sectional curvature [2]. Moreover, in Proposition
6 we construct examples of Lagrangian marginally trapped tori in L(R3). In the
same section we prove our second result dealing with rank one surfaces:
Theorem 2. Every surface in L(R3) of rank one is marginally trapped.
Here, rank one refers to the rank of the projection π : L(R3)→ S2 restricted to
the surface - the Gauss map.
In section 3 we investigate marginally trapped surfaces in the four dimensional
space L(H3) of oriented geodesics in hyperbolic 3-space endowed with its canonical
neutral Ka¨hler structure. For the rank one case, we prove the following:
Theorem 3. Every surface in L(H3) of rank one is marginally trapped.
Here again, rank refers to the rank of the two projections πj : L(H
3) → S2
restricted to the surface. We go on to find necessary and sufficient conditions for a
rank two Lagrangian surface to be marginally trapped:
Theorem 4. A rank two Lagrangian surface with potential function h and La-
grangian angle φ is marginally trapped iff ∂e−iφ+h is either a real-valued or an
imaginary-valued function.
For the meanings of the terms used here, see Definitions 4 and 5.
The relationship between marginally trapped Lagrangian surfaces in L(H3) and
Weingarten surfaces in H3 is investigated in Proposition 13. Finally we construct
explicit examples of Lagrangian marginally trapped surfaces in L(H3) with various
properties, including examples that are not Weingarten.
Throughout, all curves, surfaces and maps are assumed to be smooth.
2. Marginally trapped surfaces in L(R3)
2.1. The neutral Ka¨hler structure. The space L(R3) of oriented lines in Eu-
clidean 3-space can be identified with TS2 and endowed with a canonical neutral
Ka¨hler structure (J,Ω,G) (for further details see [1] and [8]).
Take local holomorphic coordinates ξ on S2 by stereographic projection from the
South pole onto the plane through the equator. These coordinates lift to canonical
holomorphic coordinates (ξ,η) on TS2.
Proposition 1. [8] The neutral metric on TS2 in holomorphic coordinates is
G =
2i
(1 + ξξ¯)2
(
dη ⊗ dξ¯ − dη¯ ⊗ dξ + 2(ξη¯ − ξ¯η)
1 + ξξ¯
dξ ⊗ dξ¯
)
,
while the symplectic structure is
Ω =
2
(1 + ξξ¯)2
(
dη ∧ dξ¯ + dη¯ ∧ dξ + 2(ξη¯ − ξ¯η)
1 + ξξ¯
dξ ∧ dξ¯
)
.
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The Ka¨hler structure is invariant under the action induced on the space of ori-
ented lines by the Euclidean group, and so geometric properties in Euclidean 3-space
have their analogues in the neutral Ka¨hler setting.
We consider 2-dimensional submanifolds, for which the following holds
Proposition 2. A surface Σ ⊂ L(R3) is Lagrangian, i.e. Ω|Σ = 0, iff there exists
a surface S ⊂ R3 which is orthogonal to the oriented lines of Σ.
Given a Lagrangian surface Σ, the projection π : TS2 → S2 restricted to Σ is
the Gauss map of the associated surface S ⊂ R3. The rank of Σ is the rank of this
projection, which can be zero, one or two.
Rank zero Lagrangian surfaces are the oriented normal lines to planes in R3,
rank one surfaces are the oriented normals to non-planar flat surfaces, while rank
two surfaces are the oriented normals to non-flat surfaces. A rank two surface
is given locally by a section of π : TS2 → S2, that is, it is given by a graph
ξ 7→ (ξ, η = F (ξ, ξ¯)), for some complex function F : C→ C.
2.2. Surfaces of rank two. Let Σ be a Lagrangian section given by the complex
function F . The Lagrangian condition is equivalent to the existence of the support
function r : Σ→ R satisfying:
F = 12 (1 + ξξ¯)
2∂¯r,
where ∂ and ∂¯ denote differentiation with respect to ξ and ξ¯ respectively.
Geometrically, r is the distance along the oriented normal line between the point
on the surface and the closest point to the origin.
An orthonormal basis for the tangent space TγΣ to Σ at a point γ is given by
E(1) = Re
[
α1
(
∂
∂ξ
+ ∂F
∂
∂η
+ ∂F¯
∂
∂η¯
)]
γ
E(2) = Re
[
α2
(
∂
∂ξ
+ ∂F
∂
∂η
+ ∂F¯
∂
∂η¯
)]
γ
,
where
α1 =
(1 + ξξ¯)e−
1
2
φi+ 1
4
pii
√
2|σ| 12 α2 =
(1 + ξξ¯)e−
1
2
φi− 1
4
pii
√
2|σ| 12 ,
and we have introduced the complex function σ = −∂F¯ = |σ|eiφ. Note that the
induced metric is Lorentz and non-degenerate for |σ| 6= 0, and that G(E(i), E(j)) =
diag(1,−1).
The normal bundle NγΣ to Σ at a point γ consists of vectors T ∈ TγTS2 of the
form
T = Re
[
β
(
∂
∂ξ
+
(
∂¯F¯ +
2(ξ¯F + ξF¯ )
1 + ξξ¯
)
∂
∂η
− ∂F¯ ∂
∂η¯
)]
γ
,
for β ∈ C.
Proposition 3. A normal vector T ∈ NΣ is null iff, when written in the form
above,
β2∂F¯ = β¯2∂¯F.
Proof. The result follows directly from the metric expression in Proposition 1. 
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Proposition 4. The second fundamental form of the Lagrangian section Σ is the
normal vector-valued symmetric matrix:
A(ab) = 2Re
[
βab
(
∂
∂ξ
+
(
∂¯F¯ +
2(ξ¯F + ξF¯ )
1 + ξξ¯
)
∂
∂η
− ∂F¯ ∂
∂η¯
)]
,
for a, b = 1, 2, where
β11 = −−σ∂¯|σ|+ |σ|
2[∂φ− ieiφ∂¯φ− 2(iξ¯ − ξeiφ)(1 + ξξ¯)−1]
8(1 + ξξ¯)−2eiφ|σ|3 ,
β22 = −σ∂¯|σ|+ |σ|
2[∂φ+ ieiφ∂¯φ− 2(iξ¯ + ξeiφ)(1 + ξξ¯)−1]
8(1 + ξξ¯)−2eiφ|σ|3 ,
β12 = β21 = − |σ|∂|σ|
8(1 + ξξ¯)−2eiφ|σ|3 .
Proof. Given a moving orthonormal basis {E(1), E(2)} for the tangent space TΣ, the
second fundamental form is defined to be the projection of the ambient covariant
derivative:
A j(ab) =
⊥P jk E
l
(a)∇l Ek(b).
The result follows by direct computation of these quantities on the given orthonor-
mal frame. 
Proposition 5. There are no Lagrangian sections for which the second fundamen-
tal form is null.
Proof. Applying Proposition 3 to A(12) we find that nullity implies that
e−
i
2
φ∂|σ| = e i2φ∂¯|σ|, (2.1)
while for A(11) −A(22) nullity implies
∂
(
e−
i
2
φ
1 + ξξ¯
)
= ∂¯
(
e
i
2
φ
1 + ξξ¯
)
. (2.2)
Note that this last equation is equivalent to G(H,H) = G(trA, trA) = 0, that is,
the mean curvature vector H = trA is null.
Now, for a Lagrangian section we have the following identity:
∂
[
(1 + ξξ¯)2∂
(
σ¯
(1 + ξξ¯)2
)]
= ∂¯
[
(1 + ξξ¯)2∂¯
(
σ
(1 + ξξ¯)2
)]
.
Substituting equations (2.1) and (2.2) in this identity we find that ∂∂¯φ = 0, from
which we conclude that φ = φ1 + φ¯1 for some holomorphic function φ1 = φ1(ξ).
Substituting this in equation (2.2) and rearranging we get
− i2∂φ1e−iφ1 − ( i2∂φ1ξ − 2)e−iφ1 ξ¯ = i2 ∂¯φ¯1eiφ¯1 − (− i2 ∂¯φ¯1ξ¯ − 2)eiφ¯1ξ.
Now applying ∂¯∂¯ to this equation we find that ∂¯∂¯∂¯(eiφ¯1) = 0, from which φ1 =
α + βξ + γξ2 for complex constants α, β and γ. Back substitution implies that
β = 0 and γ = 0 and so φ is constant. But this is impossible by equation (2.2).
Thus no such Lagrangian section exists. 
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Definition 1. A surface is marginally trapped if its mean curvature vector is null.
For Lagrangian sections, this condition is equivalent to equation (2.2).
A Lagrangian section is rotationally symmetric if (after a suitable rotation) the
support function is invariant under ξ 7→ eiβξ for all β ∈ [0, 2π).
Theorem 1. A rotationally symmetric Lagrangian section Σ is marginally trapped.
Proof. A Lagrangian graph is marginally trapped iff equation (2.2) holds. This
equation is easily seen to hold for rotationally symmetric surfaces i.e. ones with
support function r = r(|ξ|). 
Proposition 6. Marginally trapped Lagrangian sections which are separable with
respect to Gauss polar coordinates ξ = Reiθ are either rotationally symmetric or
are tori given by the support function
r = ± R
1 +R2
L(θ) + r0
where L is an arbitrary function of θ and r0 ∈ R.
Proof. The marginally trapped condition for Lagrangian surfaces is
∂
(
e−
i
2
φ
1 + ξξ¯
)
= ∂¯
(
e
i
2
φ
1 + ξξ¯
)
.
This means that there exists a real-valued function Ψ such that
e−
i
2
φ
1 + ξξ¯
= ∂¯Ψ,
or, equivalently,
σ = − 1
2
∂
[
(1 + ξξ¯)2∂r
]
= |σ|eiφ = |σ|(1 + ξξ¯)2 (∂Ψ)2 ,
for the support function r.
This implies that(
∂¯Ψ
)2
∂
[
(1 + ξξ¯)2∂r
] − (∂Ψ)2 ∂¯ [(1 + ξξ¯)2∂¯r] = 0.
We now seek separable solutions r = r1(R)r2(θ), Ψ = Ψ1(R)Ψ2(θ) where ξ = Re
iθ.
After some computation, the previous equation reduces to
α1α2 + β1β2 = γ
2
1 − γ22 , (2.3)
where
α1 = α1(R) =
R2[R(1 +R2)r¨1 − (1− 3R2)r˙1]Ψ˙1
[R(1 +R2)r˙1 − (1−R2)r1]Ψ1 α2 = α2(θ) =
r2Ψ
′
2
r′2Ψ2
,
β1 = β1(R) = − R(1 +R
2)r1Ψ˙1
[R(1 +R2)r˙1 − (1−R2)r1]Ψ1 β2 = β2(θ) =
r′′2Ψ
′
2
r′2Ψ2
,
γ1 = γ1(R) =
RΨ˙1
Ψ1
γ2 = γ2(θ) =
Ψ′2
Ψ2
.
Differentiating equation (2.3) with respect to R and θ we get
α˙1α
′
2 + β˙1β
′
2 = 0,
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with solution α1 = λβ1+C1 and α2 = −λ−1β2+C2, for λ,C1, C2 ∈ R. Substituting
back into equation (2.3) then yields
γ21 = λC2β1 + C3 γ
2
2 = λ
−1C1β2 − C1C2 + C3,
for C3 ∈ R.
Now note that at R = 0 we must have α1 = β1 = γ1 = 0 for the solution to
be well-defined. Thus C1 = C3 = 0 and so γ2 = 0. Thus Ψ
′
2 = 0 and, unless the
surface is rotationally symmetric, we conclude that
R(1 +R2)r˙1 − (1−R2)r1 = 0.
Solving this ODE we find
r =
R
1 +R2
L(θ) + r0.
For some arbitrary function L of θ. Integrating we find that the associated graph
function is
η = 12
[
(1−R2)L+ i(1 +R2)L′] eiθ.
Note that R = 0 is a circle of oriented lines and that this can be extended
smoothly through R = 0 by allowing negative values for R. Thus the surface is a
double cover of the sphere branched along two circles, which is a torus. 
Above are pictures of the tori given by H = a + b cos(nθ) where a and b are
constants, for the cases n = 0, 1 and 2. The resulting tori are periodic deformations
of the rotationally symmetric torus obtained by squeezing it transversely.
2.3. Surfaces of rank one. We now consider rank one surfaces in L(R3).
Theorem 2. Every surface in L(R3) of rank one, is marginally trapped.
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Proof. If g is the round metric of the two-sphere S2, the Levi-Civita connection ∇
of g induces a splitting of TTS2 into
TTS2 ≃ TS2 ⊕ TS2
X ≃ (Xh, Xv).
If J,G and Ω denote the complex structure, the neutral metric and the symplectic
form respectively of the neutral Ka¨hler structure endowed on TS2, then
J(Xh, Xv) = (jXh, jXv), Ω((Xh, Xv), (Y h, Y v)) = g(Y h, Xv)− g(Xh, Y v),
where j is the complex structure of (S2, g). Moreover, for vector fields X,Y , we
have G(X,Y ) = Ω(JX,Y ).
A rank one surface Σ may be parametrised by an affine normal bundle over a
regular curve γ of S2 (see [4]), that is, they are be parametrised locally by
Ψ : U ⊂ R2 → TS2
(s, t) 7→ (γ(s), V (s, t)),
where γ(s) is a regular curve of S2, with s being the arc-length along the curve.
Therefore, {γ′(s), jγ′(s)} is an orthonormal frame of TS2 along the curve γ. Write
V = aγ′ + bjγ′ and then the Frenet equations
∇γ′γ′ = kjγ′ ∇γ′jγ′ = −kγ′,
gives the derivatives of the immersion
Ψs = (γ
′,∇γ′V ) = (γ′, (as − kb)γ′ + (bs + ka)jγ′)
Ψt = (0, atγ
′ + btjγ′),
where k is the geodesic curvature.
If ∇ denotes the Levi-Civita connection of the ambient metric G, a brief com-
putation gives
∇ΨsΨt = (0, (ast − kbt)γ′ + (bst + kat)jγ′) and ∇ΨtΨt = (0, 0).
The extrinsic curvature h is defined by
h(X,Y, Z) = G(JX,∇Y Z) = Ω(X,∇Y Z),
which is tri-symmetric. The only non-vanishing component is:
h112 = Ω(Ψs,∇ΨsΨt) = −g(γ′, (ast − kbt)γ′ + (bst + kat)jγ′)
= kbt − ast.
The first fundamental form has components
E = −2(bs + ka) F = −bt G = 0,
as can be seen, for example by,
E = G(Ψs,Ψs) = Ω(JΨs,Ψs)
= Ω
(
(jγ′,−(bs + ka)γ′ + (as − kb)jγ′), (γ′, (as − kb)γ′ + (bs + ka)jγ′)
)
= −2(bs + ka).
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Note that the non-degeneracy of the induced metric implies that bt 6= 0. If ~H
denotes the mean curvature vector field of the immersion Ψ, we have
G(2 ~H, JΨs) =
h111G+ h122E − 2h112F
EG− F 2 =
2(ast − kbt)
bt
G(2 ~H, JΨt) =
h112G+ h222E − 2h122F
EG− F 2 = 0,
which yields
~H =
kbt − ast
bt
JΨt =
kbt − ast
bt
(0,−btγ′ + atjγ′). (2.4)
Therefore
| ~H |2 = G( ~H, ~H)
=
(
kbt − ast
bt
)2
G((0,−btγ′ + atjγ′), (0,−btγ′ + atjγ′))
=
(
kbt − ast
bt
)2
Ω((0,−atγ′ − btjγ′), (0,−btγ′ + atjγ′))
= 0,
and so the immersion Ψ is marginally trapped. 
Note 1. If a(s, t) is a smooth function such that
a(s, t) = a1(s) + a2(t),
then from the expression (2.4), the rank one immersion Ψ of the theorem above, is
minimal iff γ is a geodesic.
3. Marginally trapped surfaces in L(H3)
3.1. The neutral Ka¨hler structure. In this section we summarize the geometry
of the neutral Ka¨hler structure (G, J,Ω) on the space L(H3) of oriented geodesics
of hyperbolic space - further details can be found in [2] and [6].
The complex surface (L(H3), J) can be identified with (P1 × P1 − ∆, j ⊕ j),
where we have introduced the reflected diagonal, which in holomorphic coordinates
(µ1, µ2) on P
1 × P1 is ∆ = {(µ1, µ2) ∈ P1 × P1
∣∣ µ1µ¯2 = −1}.
Proposition 7. The Ka¨hler metric G and the symplectic form Ω on L(H3) are
expressed locally by:
G = Im
[
2
(1 + µ1µ¯2)2
dµ1 ⊗ dµ¯2
]
Ω = −Re
[
2
(1 + µ1µ¯2)2
dµ1 ∧ dµ¯2
]
.
The neutral Ka¨hler metric G is scalar flat, conformally flat and is invariant under
the action induced on L(H3) by the isometry group of H3. In fact, G is the unique
Ka¨hler metric on L(H3) with this last property [9].
We consider surfaces Σ ⊂ L(H3), where the following holds
Proposition 8. A surface Σ is Lagrangian, i.e. Ω|Σ = 0, iff there exists a surface
S ⊂ H3 which is orthogonal to the oriented lines of Σ.
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Definition 2. Given an immersion f : Σ → L(H3), consider the maps (πj ◦ f)∗ :
TΣ → TP1, for j = 1, 2, where πj is projection onto the jth factor of L(H3) =
P1 × P1 −∆. The rank of the immersion f at a point γ ∈ Σ is defined to be the
smaller of the ranks of these maps at γ, which can be 0, 1 or 2.
Note that by choice of orientation of the geodesics, the rank can be defined to
be the rank of the projection onto the first factor.
A rank 0 surface in L(H3) is the set of oriented geodesics orthogonal to a
horosphere, a rank 1 surface can be locally parameterized by µ1 = µ1(s) and
µ2 = µ2(s, t) for (s, t) ∈ D ⊂ R2, while a rank 2 surface can be locally parameter-
ized by µ1 → (µ1, µ2 = µ2(µ1, µ¯1)).
3.2. Marginally trapped Weingarten surfaces.
Definition 3. A surface in H3 is said to be Weingarten if the eigenvalues of the
second fundamental form (the principal curvatures) are functionally related.
There is an important geometric relation between Weingarten surfaces in H3 and
the Lagrangian surfaces in L(H3) formed by the oriented geodesics orthogonal to
S:
Proposition 9. [2] [7] Let Σ ⊂ L(H3) the Lagrangian surface formed by the ori-
ented geodesics orthogonal to a surface S ⊂ H3. Assume that the induced metric
GΣ is non-degenerate.
Then S is Weingarten iff the Gauss curvature of GΣ is zero.
Following the notation of Anciaux [2], let φ : S˜ → H3 be a Riemannian immersion
and g = φ∗〈·, ·〉 be the induced metric. Then S = φ(S˜) is an immersed surface of
H3 and denote the shape operator by A. Let (e1, e2) be the orthonormal frame
such that Aei = kiei, where ki are the principal curvatures. The oriented normal
geodesics Σ of S are the image of the map φ¯ : S˜ → L(H3) defined by φ¯ = φ ∧ N ,
where N is the unit vector field along the immersed surface S.
In [2] the following is proved:
Proposition 10. Assume that S ⊂ H3 either has a constant principal curvature
or is a surface of revolution. Then the corresponding oriented normal geodesics Σ
is marginally trapped.
For the converse, we prove the following:
Proposition 11. Assume that S is a Weingarten surface in H3 and the normal
geodesics Σ is marginally trapped. Then either S has a constant principal curvature
or it is a surface of revolution.
Proof. Let k1, k2 be the principal curvatures of S and (e1, e2) be the principal
directions, that is, Aei = kiei for i = 1, 2.
From [2], the mean curvature vector ~H of Σ is
~H = (2(k2 − k1)2)−1(e1(k2)Jdφ¯(e1) + e2(k1)Jdφ¯(e2)),
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where, as before, J denotes the complex structure defined in L(H3). If g¯ = φ¯∗G
denotes the induced metric then
g¯(e1, e1) = g¯(e2, e2) = 0 g¯(e1, e2) = k2 − k1.
Thus,
| ~H|2 = e1(k2)e2(k1)
2(k2 − k1) = 0,
which gives
e1(k2)e2(k1) = 0. (3.1)
Also the fact that S is Weingarten, yields
e1(k1)e2(k2) = 0. (3.2)
Suppose from equation (3.1) that e2(k1) = 0. If from equation (3.2) we have that,
in addition, e1(k1) = 0, then k1 is constant. On the other hand if from the same
equation we conclude that e2(k2) = 0, S is rotationally symmetric. A similar
argument holds for e1(k2) = 0. 
Note 2. Proposition 11 can be extended to the case of the space (L(S3),G) of
oriented geodesics in the three sphere, whereG denotes the canonical neutral Ka¨hler
metric - further details can found in [1] [2].
3.3. Surfaces of rank one. Let S ⊂ H3 be an immersed surface with orthogonal
geodesics Σ ⊂ L(H3).
Proposition 12. If Σ is of rank one then S has constant principal curvature λ = 1.
Proof. See the Main Theorem of [7]. 
This Proposition, together with Proposition 10, implies that every Lagrangian
surface in L(H3) of rank one is marginally trapped.
The following Theorem, extends this to all rank one surfaces:
Theorem 3. Every rank one surface in L(H3) is marginally trapped.
Proof. Let Σ be a surface in L(H3) of rank one, locally parameterised by µ1 = µ1(s)
and µ2 = µ2(s, t). The metric G induced on Σ has the following components:
gss = 2Im
[
∂sµ1∂sµ¯2
(1 + µ1µ¯2)2
]
gst = Im
[
∂sµ1∂tµ¯2
(1 + µ1µ¯2)2
]
gtt = 0,
which implies that g is Lorentzian. The only non-vanishing Christoffel symbols are:
Γsss = g
st∂sgst − 1
2
gst∂tgss, Γ
t
ss = g
tt∂sgst +
1
2
gst∂sgss − 1
2
gtt∂tgss,
Γtst =
1
2
gst∂tgss, Γ
t
tt = g
st∂tgst.
Observe that the induced metric g of a rank one Lagrangian surface Σ is scalar flat
(see [7]).
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The second fundamental form h = hµkij has non-vanishing components:
hµ1ss = ∂
2
sµ1−
2µ¯2(∂sµ1)
2
1 + µ1µ¯2
−Γsss∂sµ1, hµ2ss = ∂2sµ2−
2µ¯1(∂sµ2)
2
1 + µ¯1µ2
−Γsss∂sµ2−Γtss∂tµ2
hµ2st = ∂
2
stµ2 −
2µ¯1∂sµ2∂tµ2
1 + µ¯1µ2
− Γtst∂tµ2, hµ2tt = ∂2t µ2 −
2µ¯1(∂tµ2)
2
1 + µ¯1µ2
− Γttt∂tµ2,
with hµ¯kij = h
µk
ij .
The mean curvature vector ~H = 2Re(Hµ1∂/∂µ1 +H
µ2∂/∂µ2) is:
Hµi = gsshµiss + 2g
sthµist + g
tthµitt .
In particular,
Hµ1 = gsshµ1ss + 2g
sthµ1st + g
tthµ1tt = 0,
Thus
~H = 2Re
(
Hµ2
∂
∂µ2
)
,
so that G( ~H, ~H) = 0. 
3.4. Surfaces of rank two. We now investigate marginally trapped Lagrangian
surfaces of rank two. Let Σ be a surface given by the graph µ2 = µ2(µ1, µ¯1) and
denote by F the following expression F = µ¯2/(1+µ1µ¯2). The Lagrangian condition
is then
∂F = ∂F¯ , (3.3)
where ∂ and ∂¯ denote differentiation with respect to µ1 and µ¯1 respectively.
Definition 4. The Lagrangian condition (3.3) implies the existence of a function
h : Σ→ R such that
F = ∂h. (3.4)
The function h is called the potential function of Σ.
The distance along the normal geodesic between the point on the surface and
the closest point to the origin in the ball model of H3 is a function r : Σ→ R called
the support function of the Lagrangian surface Σ.
A brief computation shows the relationship between the support and potential
functions is
r = ln |F |+ h+ r0 = ln |∂h|+ h+ r0,
for some constant r0.
Definition 5. For a Lagrangian graph µ2 = µ2(µ1, µ¯1), define Lagrangian angle φ
of the surface by
∂µ¯2
(1 + µ1µ¯2)2
= σ0 = |σ0|e2iφ. (3.5)
Theorem 4. Let Σ be a rank two Lagrangian surface parameterised by µ2 =
µ2(µ1, µ¯1), with potential function h and Lagrangian angle φ. Then Σ is marginally
trapped iff ∂e−iφ+h is either a real-valued or an imaginary-valued function.
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Proof. The induced metric g on Σ is
g = −iσ0dµ21 + iσ¯0dµ¯21,
where, as before, σ0 = ∂µ¯2/(1 + µ1µ¯2)
2. Non-degeneracy of the metric means that
σ0 6= 0.
If ~H denotes the mean curvature vector, the vector field J ~H is tangential and is
given by J ~H = a∂ + a¯∂, where
a = − 1
2σ0
[
∂ ln
(
σ¯0
σ0
)
− 4µ¯2
1 + µ1µ¯2
]
.
The surface is marginally trapped if and only if
∂e−iφ ± ∂eiφ = ∓eiφ µ2
1 + µ¯1µ2
− e−iφ µ¯2
1 + µ1µ¯2
,
and since
∂h = F =
µ¯2
1 + µ1µ¯2
this is equivalent to ∂e−iφ+h = ∓ ∂eiφ+h, proving the Theorem. 
Note that the following holds
σ0 = ∂
2h+ (∂h)2, (3.6)
and thus the relation between the potential function h and the Lagrangian angle φ
is
e4iφ =
∂2h+ (∂h)2
∂
2
h+ (∂h)2
.
The following Corollary gives examples of Lagrangian marginally trapped sur-
faces of rank two in L(H3).
Corollary 1. If the potential function h defined in (3.4) is of the form
h(µ1, µ¯1) = f(τµ1 + τ¯ µ¯1), (3.7)
where f is a real function and τ ∈ S1 is constant, then the Lagrangian surface Σ is
marginally trapped.
The next Proposition gives an equivalent condition of whether a marginally
trapped surface Corollary’s 1 form, is orthogonal to a Weingarten surface in H3.
Proposition 13. Let Σ be the marginally trapped Lagrangian surface which is of
the form given in Corollary 1. Then Σ is Weingarten, iff one of the following holds:
(1) τ = 1 or τ = i,
(2) the real function f defined by (3.7) satisfies the following differential equa-
tion:
4Re(τ2)[f ′′ + (f ′)2][f4 + 2f ′f3 + 2(f ′′)2]− (1 + 4Re(τ2))(f3 + 2f ′f ′′)2 = 0.
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Moreover, for any real constants c0 6= 0 and d0 the following support functions
r(µ1, µ¯1) = ln
∣∣∣ sinh[c0(τµ1 + τ¯ µ¯1) + d0]∣∣∣+ r0, (3.8)
and
r(µ1, µ¯1) = ln
∣∣∣ sin[c0(τµ1 + τ¯ µ¯1) + d0]∣∣∣+ r0, (3.9)
define local parameterisations of Weingarten surfaces in H3 such that the corre-
sponding oriented geodesics are marginally trapped surfaces of rank two.
Proof. The fact that the induced metric is non-degenerate implies that σ0 6= 0.
Then by (3.6) we have that
∂2h+ (∂h)2 6= 0. (3.10)
Consider the real function f satisfying (3.7). By (3.10) we have f ′′+(f ′)2 6= 0 and
set M = f ′′ + (f ′)2 6= 0. The Gauss curvature of the Lagrangian surface Σ given
by the graph µ2 = µ2(µ1, µ¯1) is [6]:
KΣ =
i
4|σ0|2
(
2(∂¯2σ0 − ∂2σ¯0) + (∂σ¯0)
2 − ∂¯σ¯0∂¯σ0
σ¯0
− (∂¯σ0)
2 − ∂σ0∂σ¯0
σ0
)
=
i(τ2 − τ¯2)
4|σ0|2
(
2(τ2 + τ¯2)M ′′ − (τ2 + τ¯2 + 1)(M
′)2
M
)
.
For a real non-zero constant c0, the support functions given by (3.8) and (3.9) come
from solving the equations f ′′ + (f ′)2 = c20 and f
′′ + (f ′)2 = −c20, respectively. 
Note 3. We now use Proposition 13 to construct examples of Lagrangianmarginally
trapped surfaces that are orthogonal to neither rotationally symmetric surfaces in
H3 nor surfaces with constant principal curvature. For example, the marginally
trapped surface, defined by
h(µ1, µ¯1) =
(
1 + i√
2
µ1 +
1− i√
2
µ¯1
)2
,
has Gauss curvature
KΣ =
4t2
(1 + t2)3
,
where t is the real-valued function:
t =
1 + i√
2
µ1 +
1− i√
2
µ¯1.
The Lagrangian surface Σ is orthogonal to the family of parallel surfaces {Sr0}r0∈R
in H3 given by the support function:
r = ln |∂h|+ h+ r0 = ln(
√
2|t|) + t2 + r0.
The fact that Σ is not flat, implies that each surface Sr0 is not Weingarten and
thus is not rotationally symmetric. Moreover, the non-Weingarten condition also
implies that none of the principal curvatures of Sr0 are constant functions.
We are now in position to construct examples of Lagrangian spheres that are
locally marginally trapped.
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Proposition 14. Let Σ be the Lagrangian graph µ2 = µ2(µ1, µ¯1) and h(µ1, µ¯1) =
f(τµ1 + τ¯ µ¯1) be the real-valued function as defined in Corollary 1. For every real
constant c 6= 0 and integer n ≥ 2, set f ′(x) = x/(x2n + c2), the corresponding
Lagrangian marginally trapped surface Σn,c is of topological type a sphere.
Proof. We use polar coordinates µ1 = Re
iθ. The potential function h can be
described in these coordinates by
h(R, θ) = f(R cos(θ + θ0)),
where θ0 is the constant with τ = e
iθ0 ∈ S1 and the real-valued function f satisfies
the following differential equation
f ′(x) =
x
x2n + c2
.
Without loss of generality, we assume that θ0 = 0. Then
µ2 =
f ′
1−Re−iθf ′ , (3.11)
and we now prove that Σn,c does not intersect with the reflected diagonal ∆ =
{(µ1, µ2) ∈ P1 × P1 : 1 + µ1µ¯2 = 0}. From (3.11) we have
1 + µ1µ¯2 = (1−Re−iθf ′)−1
= (1−Rf ′ cos θ − iRf ′ sin θ)−1 (3.12)
Set
a(R, θ) = 1−Rf ′ cos θ − iRf ′ sin θ,
and then
|a(R, θ)|2 =
(
1− R
2 cos2 θ
c2 +R2n cos2n θ
)2
+
R4 sin2 2θ
4(c2 +R2n cos2n θ)2
.
For θ ∈ [0, 2π) \ {π/2, 3π/2}, we have
|a(R, π/2)|2 = |a(R, 3π/2)|2 = lim
R→∞
|a(R, θ)|2 = lim
R→0
|a(R, θ)|2 = 1.
This shows that |a(R, π/2)|2 < ∞ and therefore, from (3.12) we conclude that
1 + µ1µ¯2 6= 0. Thus, Σn,c does not intersect the reflected diagonal and therefore it
is compact. Moreover, from (3.11), the immersion of Σn,c is given by
µ2(R, θ) =
R cos θ
c2 +R2n cos2n θ −R2e−iθ cos θ .
Note that for θ0 6= 0, the immersion is
µ2(R, θ) =
2Re−iθ0 cos(θ + θ0)
c2 + 22nR2n cos2n(θ + θ0)− 2R2e−i(θ+θ0) cos(θ + θ0)
.
We have in any case,
lim
R→∞
µ2(R, θ) = lim
R→0
µ2(R, θ) = 0,
which shows that Σn,c must be a sphere. 
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Example 1. For n = 2 and any real constant c 6= 0, the orthogonal geodesics Σ2,c
of the surfaces Sr0 ⊂ H3 that are parameterised by the support function
r = ln
[ |τµ1 + τ¯ µ¯1|
(τµ1 + τ¯ µ¯1)4 + c2
]
+ 12c tan
−1
[
(τµ1 + τ¯ µ¯1)
2
√
c
]
+ r0,
are all marginally trapped Lagrangian spheres. For n = 3 and c = 1, the orthogonal
geodesics of the surfaces S′r0 ⊂ H3 that are parameterised by the support function
r = ln
[ |τµ1 + τ¯ µ¯1|
(τµ1 + τ¯ µ¯1)6 + 1
]
+ 16 ln[1+(τµ1+ τ¯ µ¯1)
2]+
√
3
6 tan
−1
[
2(τµ1 + τ¯ µ¯1)
2 − 1√
3
]
− 112 ln
[
1− (τµ1 + τ¯ µ¯1)2 + (τµ1 + τ¯ µ¯1)4
]
+ r0,
is a marginally trapped Lagrangian sphere. Here Sr0 and S
′
r0
are not Weingarten
surfaces, for any τ 6= 1, i. Take for example τ = (1 + i)/√2 to see that the Gauss
curvatures of Σ2,c and Σ3,1 are not zero. Therefore, the surfaces Sr0 and S
′
r0
in H3
orthogonal to Σ2,c and Σ3,1 for τ = (1 + i)/
√
2 are not rotationally symmetric nor
do they have a constant principal curvature.
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